ABOUT TIGER TECHNOLOGY

Tiger Technology designs, markets and supports world class innovative storage workflow solutions for rich media and enterprise that maximize capability, performance, and value. Through our shared storage expertise and advanced engineering, our solutions make mission-critical and collaborative storage workflows easy and extract the maximum system performance possible, whatever the platform. We strive to provide superior customer support, and to innovate and diversify to best serve our customers’ and partners’ evolving storage workflow needs.

ABOUT ATTO TECHNOLOGY, INC.

For 30 years, ATTO Technology, Inc. has been a global leader across the IT and media & entertainment markets, specializing in storage and network connectivity and infrastructure solutions for the most data-intensive computing environments. ATTO works with partners to deliver end-to-end solutions to better store, manage and deliver data. Working as an extension of customer’s design teams, ATTO manufactures host and RAID adapters, network adapters, storage controllers, Thunderbolt™ adapters, and software. ATTO solutions provide a high level of connectivity to all storage interfaces, including Fibre Channel, SAS/SATA, iSCSI, Ethernet, NVMe, NVMe over Fabrics and Thunderbolt. ATTO is the Power Behind the Storage.

All trademarks, trade names, service marks and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.

Tiger Technology offers a complete range of flexible, cross-platform storage solutions conceived to meet the requirements of even the most demanding collaborative, content-centric, multi-user workflows. Easily manage your volumes, set permissions and control your workflow with an editor and artist friendly UI and rest easy with 24/7 professional technical support.

KEY CAPABILITIES
- Integrated Appliances: All-in-one complete workflow system, stand-alone workflow controller, or stand-alone NAS workflow manager
- Simplicity: Configure shared storage workflows in less than 10 minutes
- Performance: Block-level over 1Gb/s, 10Gb/s, 10Gb/ iSCSI as well as 16Gb/s and 8Gb/s Fibre Channel
- Sophistication: Advanced collaborative workflows, automatic file system maintenance, integrated data and volume management

THE CHALLENGE

To deliver projects on time and on budget, content creators need to use parallel workflows to share their work and assign the right tasks to the right people at the right time. High-resolution 2K, 4K and larger media increases storage capacity needs so producers need to find ways to cost-effectively store, share and scale their workflow pipelines. They need simple-to-manage systems that let them use all their creative apps on all OS, accelerate their production work, and make data management easy.

THE SOLUTION

Designed to make working with Avid, Adobe, Apple and all other creative and pipeline software easy and complete, Tiger workflow solutions simplify shared storage for users of all sizes, and boost productivity and ROI. With Tiger, purchase, setup, management, support and maintenance are simple and straightforward. The systems are packed with advanced features that enhance all your creative apps, including full Avid file system emulation and Xsan level capabilities for Mac, Windows and Linux clients. Tiger solutions include advanced data and media management capabilities so producers can focus on creativity, not storage problems.

Tiger Technology and ATTO Technology engineering teams worked closely to tune a high-performance system that uses ATTO’s best-of-breed products to bring direct, simple connectivity between users and their shared storage system, using Fibre Channel and Ethernet. The results of this collaboration are a unique, simple, robust and tightly integrated and simple to operate true multiuser shared storage solutions with simple connections and blazing fast performance.

SOLUTION BENEFITS
- True multi-user shared storage over Fibre Channel and Ethernet
- Full RAID protection with ATTO controllers
- Choice of connectivity and speed with ATTO interface cards
- Supports a wide range of network technologies
- Builds on years of market leadership
- 24/7 Professional customer support

ATTO PRODUCTS SUPPORTED
- ATTO ExpressSAS® 6Gb SAS/SATA RAID Adapters
- ATTO Celerity™ 16Gb and 8Gb FC host bus adapters
- ATTO FastFrame™ 10GbE network interface cards (NICs)